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12-2-20   John Weddleton for CEDC meeting 12-3-20 
 
POTENTIAL CHANGES to MJ CODE  
 
I went through my notes and made this list of various issues. I likely missed some particularly 
the changes to match the SOA code.  Please add anything I missed and let's try to have what we 
end up with to the committee before the meeting.  Many of these we can make a decision on. 
 
  

  
1.                        [DELETE THIS?] 10.80.670 - Reporting, verification. 

A.  A marijuana testing facility shall report the result of each required laboratory 
test directly into its marijuana inventory….  

  
2.SOA change: This is new wording from SOA. simplify so it just refers to SOA 

doing its work. 10-80.615  
   C.    The Municipality of Anchorage will approve a marijuana testing facility 

license if, after the Municipality of Anchorage of the Municipality’s contractor 
has examined the qualifications and procedures of the marijuana testing 
facility license applicant and documented the conclusion of the examination 
in a written report, the board find them generally in compliance with good 
laboratory practices and that the application meets the requirements of this 
section. Nothing in this chapter constitutes a Municipality guarantee that a 
licensed marijuana testing facility can or will protect the public from all 
potential hazards of marijuana including microbials, poisons or toxins, 
residual solvents, pesticides, or other contaminants. [AM1]  
 
  
3. SOA change: New Section.  AMCO has a process for approving MJ Trade Shows.  They 

are age restricted.  Consensus:  
NEW SECTION 10.80.760  from SOA regarding Trade Shows.  
- Need to add a definition of 'Trade Show' lacking in the SOA wording. 

 
  

4.      SOA change: This 3 AAC 306.355. Limits on quantity sold to a consumer is 
amended. (YES)  
 
  

5.      SOA change: 3 AAC 306.015(b)(4). is amended to require corporate officer, and 
director of a corporation to be residents of the state. (YES)  
 
   

6.      SOA change: 306.040 is repealed and readopted as written (this is to incorporate 
the requirement that to a new person identified under this section be a resident of 
the state). (NO)  

  

https://outlook.office365.com/mail/inbox/id/AAQkAGVkNmM0ZTllLTZkMzAtNDA5Ny1iM2U4LTExMWUzZGFmYmE1MwAQAIJ5VUFhnYdGtKTxfZRspQ4%3D#_msocom_1
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SEPARATION DISTANCES Ryan - we have more than SOA but some is because 

to match SOA, we have to add our more detailed uses. If we lowered the # of 
protections, we could grandfather the already protected uses.    
7. Sensible Interpretation of rules: Separation distances clarified for when MJ may be too 

close lot line to lot line but effectively far apart. 
Remove Video Games?: Ryan: Video arcades is difficult to manage.  A restaurant was 
going to put in 10 arcades to block a MJ operation. How to check every business.    

8. Remove Athletic Fields?   
9. Remove Playgrounds?  - is a hopscotch 'field' counted 

Remove Housing facility owned by public housing authority?  - Under US controlled 
substances act it is protected use. Why are we doing it when all of this is federally 
controlled?  

10.   Remove Harry J McDonald Center?  It is called out but it is a Neighborhood Rec center 
so redundant.  

11.   Modify Religious Assemblies?  Hard to know if active or not. They can be fluid. SOA 
uses: ‘Building in which religious services are regularly conducted'  vs MOA 'religious 
Assembly'  

12.   Add ability to waive a designation as a protected use?  Provide a right to allow no 
separation?  CRYSTAL: those who want to see this should write up wording and send to 
Dean.  CONSTANT: Get Dean to change separation distances so match SOA. 
 
  

13.   MJ in strip malls: In AR 2020-238 license for Promo Farms   
Extend to the underside of the roof deck any interior walls abutting 

adjoining units that are not under the control of the applicant to improve 
security and prevent the migration of odors to adjoining units.   

  
14.   Reword restriction on not being in liquor store?  Match SOA words.  'Licensed 

premises should not overlap'  Yelle: In practice just say no shared ingress. RE: change 
from no liquor license at the location to this (parallels Pawnshop law): A marijuana 
establishment may not have the business premises connected by any means of 
ingress with premises occupied by an establishment selling or dispensing 
alcoholic beverages.  

  
15.   Add MJ in 'non permanent structure'?  Some temp greenhouses may be good for MJ 

growing.   Constant: Security issues.  Retail like a coffee stand would not be secure. SOA 
added outdoor production/greenhouses or in the open.  Ryan Y: being done in 
Houston.   Have as additional standard under MJ Facility rather than add as a T21 use 
like commercial horticulture. 
 
  

16.   Allow drive thrus?  Allowed now under C-19. Make permanent?  SOA appears to be 
heading that way.  Yelle: We do not have any permitted drive thrus in MOA now.  Some 
are doing walk up windows.  Drive thru has lots of design requirements.  
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17.   Change Threshold for Assembly review of changes? Modifications of facility of 20% or 
above is too hard and time consuming, almost 90 days, CC meeting ... for a 
nonconsumption retail .. delegate it all to Planning Director with periodic report?  

  
18.   SOA changed so cultivation and retail can overlap in their restricted areas coming 

soon.  MOA should mirror that.  
  

19.   Limit # licenses? CONSENSUS IS NOT YET 
 
  

20.   Increase Fees with more NOVs? 
 
  

21.   Process w Closure of a business. CONSENSUS To add this to code. 
 
  

22.   Can an accessory use be a protected use? 
 
  

23.   Add section allowing a party to request a formal use determination 
Dean: He has notes on this and will add it to T21 proposed changes. 
   

24.   Allow Breast feeding? To allow exception to having kids on premises. Weltzin: AMCO 
Board has allowed in designated are w/o MJ present and w no cameras. 
 
  

25.   Reconsider onsite consumption of edibles? with the huge failure of onsite smoking on 
April Ballot. Crystal: let it ride for 2 years CONSENSUS IS NO.   

  
26.  Criteria on which we base our decision to pull a licensee for renewal off the 

auto-renewal list in order to be subjected to further scrutiny by CEDC? If we don’t 
have any criteria could we be liable for any kind of lawsuit that claims unfair 
treatment or some kind of discrimination? How do we make the practice of 
wanting to further query a business before granting approval for renewal one of 
better transparency, consistency, objectivity and fairness?  

  
27.   Increase Fees for NOVs?  Escalating fees? 

 
  

28.  Departmental review. The department shall review each proposed marijuana 
establishment application in light of the approval criteria of subsection C.7. 
below and distribute the application to other reviewers as deemed 
necessary. If any party of interest for the application asserts a protected 
use is within the separation distance per section 21.05.055A.2., 
the department may make an informal use determination but shall 
immediately inform the applicant and owner of the protected use of the 
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right to apply for a formal use determination under section 
21.03.220.  Based on the results of those reviews, the department shall 
provide a report to the assembly. The report shall contain a list of all 
marijuana licenses located within 1,000 feet of the proposed subject 
property.” 
 
  

29.   Should an accessory religious use be a protected use?  See new definition in McNulty 
letter on AK Sense/Hope Center 
 
  

30.   require a written warning on the business fronts of all dispensaries which cautions 
non-U.S. citizens of the consequences of consuming marijuana.  

 


